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Abstract: The traditional high-performance deduplication systems are focused on improving the data compression ratio and throughput of a single node, but most of them have ignored the scalability which makes it difficult to be applied to large-scale distributed environments. This paper presents LevelStore, a large scale key-value store for deduplication storage system which optimized three indicators including compression ratio, throughput and scalability. LevelStore introduced a hierarchical feature which improved the disk utilization by introducing container compaction and exploited a sorted in-memory buffer to favor large sequential writes. More importantly, LevelStore can be dynamically and cost-effectively scaled up on demand. Experiments for different datasets are presented and the results show LevelStore can not only greatly improved the performance of a single node but also provided a lot of efficient building blocks for distributed implementation and thus applicable to large scale and distributed systems.
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INTRODUCTION

The explosive increase in the amount of data has raised a critical demand for long-term data protection through large scale and high performance storage and backup systems. According to International Data Corporation, the global amount of data will grow 44 times to 35.2 ZB in 2020. Storage and backup systems are challenged with the task of finding effective solutions to boost both storage efficiency and system scalability to meet the accelerating demand on backup capacity and performance.

The development of disk storage makes the great success of deduplication system, because the disk can be accessed randomly. In the process of deduplication, the system needs to locate the duplicate data rapidly, while the traditional tape can not do this (Kulkami et al., 2004; Jain et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2008). The general deduplication method works by dividing files into multiple chunks based on a content-aware chunking algorithm, then a fingerprint (Rabin, 1981; Burrows, 1995) was generated according to the contents of each chunk. Duplicate chunks are identified by comparing their fingerprints with existed chunks', only new chunks are stored.

To get good deduplication efficiency, some deduplication systems have to put the entire index into memory to perform chunk index. Unfortunately, for a large scale system, the index is usually too large to fit in memory, thus lead to the chunk lookup disk bottleneck problem. Zhu et al. (2008) have addressed this problem by using a combination of Bloom filter (Bloom, 1970) and locality preserved caching. Keeping Bloom filter in memory, can avoid most unnecessary lookups for chunks that do not exist in the index. But the memory cost grows linearly with the capacity of the system would set a hard limit to the scalability of the system. Moving the hash table into disk can eliminate the limits of scalability, but greatly reduces the performance.

Another important problem is garbage collection. In the deduplication, the same logical data chunks by sharing the same physical data chunk to achieve the purpose of deduplication. When the logical data chunk update or deletion happens, some physical data chunks will not be referenced, we call those chunks garbage. After the deduplication system ran a long period of time, the garbage chunks will increase. This not only wasted disk space, but also reduces the performance of the system, thus introduced the garbage collection to determine who is using a particular data chunk and when it can be reclaimed. Most systems do not provide this function. Guo and Efthathopoulos (2011) proposed a grouped mark-and-sweep method to tackle this problem, but the computational and space complexity of the grouped mark-and-sweep is proportional to the capacity of the system, thus limiting its scalability.

However, a lot of research in this area has focused on optimizing deduplication efficiency and compression ratios (Lillibrige et al., 2009; Shilane et al., 2012) rather than on methods for improving the throughput and scalability of deduplication, with the exception of Yang et al. (2010). They addressed the scalability and
throughput problems by deploying a complex distributed system without making full use of each node resources, thus lead to a very high cost. In addition, they ignored the problem of garbage collection.

To achieve large scale and high throughput and make the best use of limited resources, deduplication storage systems need an underlying high-performance storage system. Key-value store has a better scalability and performance than traditional relational databases and the retrieval and appending operations are highly optimized (DeCandia et al., 2007; Lakshman and Malik, 2010), so we using key-value store as the persistent store in deduplication. The performance of the key-value store often governs the performance of deduplication.

In this study, we present LevelStore, a scalable and high-performance storage system. LevelStore can scale to large capacity and achieve high throughput by using a hierarchical model with each storage node holding a few tens of TB of storage to maximize system capacity. The garbage collection mechanism is both scalable and fast enough to keep up with the backup speed.

RELATED WORK

Early deduplication systems have put a lot of effort into optimizing duplicate detection, bandwidth and compression ratios. In particular, EMC Certera Content Addressed Storage (EMC, 2008) and Single Instance Storage (Bolosky et al., 2000) eliminate duplicate at file level which can achieve only limited storage saving. Venti (Quinlan and Dorward, 2002) removes duplicate data at fixed-sized blocks by comparing their secure hashes. To tolerate shifted contents, LBFS (Muthukrishnan et al., 2001) introduced the variable-size data chunks aiming to improve compression ratio which employs Rabin fingerprint (Rabin, 1981) to divide files into variable-sized data blocks. A stream-informed delta compression is used in (Jin and Miller, 2009) for replication of backup datasets to achieve higher compression.

However, the above studies have been mainly focused on basic methods to achieve more data reduction but not on techniques to achieve high throughput and scalability. Even if these systems make the best of raw storage (Lillbridge et al., 2009), system capacity is limited. For instance, Venti (Quinlan and Dorward, 2002) uses caching and striping to improve the index lookup performance. Since fingerprints have no locality, their index cache is not effective. Besides using a straightforward index cache to improve the deduplication throughput, Data Domain (Zhu et al., 2008) addressed the disk bottleneck by introducing a series of optimizations, including a Bloom filter and stream-informed segment layout which improve throughput but still suffer poor scalability for large-scale and distributed deduplication environments. A sampling method called sparse index is used in Lillbridge et al. (2009) to address indexing scalability restrictions. It uses sampling to probabilistically identify “super-chunks” that are used to perform coarse-granularity deduplication which only need less than half the memory space for an equivalent level of deduplication over Data Domain. However, the sparse index may store some duplicate chunks. For peta-scale systems, decentralizing the sparse index into multiple servers can incur large larger amounts of network I/Os for index lookup which in turn degrades the inline backup performance.

In addition, MAD2 (Wei et al., 2010), HYDRAstor (Bobbarjung et al., 2006) and Deep Store (You et al., 2005) all try to achieve high scalability and availability using a highly distributed storage system, as well as a number of advantageous features that include locality caching, Bloom filters and delta-encoding to get fine grain data deduplication. This design yields a high backup throughput, but another challenge in those systems is garbage collection. Garbage collection need to keep track of data chunk usage and reclaim freed space. Garbage collection in those systems is implemented with a distributed reference counting method which is difficult to maintain correctly and scale without a large performance hit. A grouped mark-and-sweep design was proposed by Guo and Elstathopoulos (2011) to address the challenge in garbage collection. To avoid touching every file and container, grouped mark-and-sweep only keeps track of the changes in file manager which is reliable, scalable and fast, but it may use too much memory according the protection map and can only apply to single-node.

LEVELSTORE ARCHITECTURE

The LevelStore architecture, shown in Fig. 1, uses a hash table, an in-memory memtable and a cluster of containers on disk. The hash table consists of a series of fixed-sized buckets with each bucket containing a series of fixed-sized entries. Each entry stores at least the fingerprint and the corresponding container ID. Each container has a global unique ID. The containers provide a global deduplication storage pool for data chunks.

When a data stream enters the system, it needs to be divided into chunks and a fingerprint is generated for each chunk. Duplicate chunks are identified by comparing the chunk fingerprints represented by the hash values of chunk contents. The new chunks are written to a sorted fixed-sized buffer according to their fingerprints, called memtable. When the memtable fills up, it will be stored
into a container according to the content of the memtable. Then a container ID was returned. You should notice that, all the data chunks in the one memtable have the same container ID. Finally, LevelStore updates the fingerprints and container ID to the hash table entries. Fingerprints are automatically sorted into different index buckets in the order of their corresponding bucket numbers (i.e., their first $n$ bits).

Similar to other key-value stores, LevelStore also provides some basic operations including put and get. Additionally, LevelStore provides delete operations. Each put operation inserts an entry into LevelStore. For a get operation, LevelStore searches for the key in hash table first, then memtable and containers at last, it will return the value founded in the youngest place. Delete operation is a little different, it inserts a special entry into LevelStore, the real delete operation happens in the container.

The following describes the hash table, memtable and container in detail and the rationale behind some design choices.

**Hash table:** Due SHA-1 algorithm’s good randomness and collision-resistant, we use it to calculate chunk fingerprints. For a hash table contains $2^n$ buckets, we only take the first $n$ bits of a fingerprint as the bucket number, thus mapping a fingerprint to its corresponding bucket. Such a simple mapping method enables the scalability of LevelStore, as described below.

**Scalability:** To support more storage capacity, the hash table capacity expansion can be done through some simple copy operations. For example, enlarging the hash table with $2^n$ buckets to $2^{n+1}$ buckets can be done as follows: first, a new hash table with $2^{n+1}$ buckets should be constructed, then the entries in the old hash table of bucket $i$ ($i = 0, 1, \ldots, 2^n-1$) are copied to the bucket $2i$ and $2i+1$ of the new hash table, respectively. Such a simple expansion operation enables the system to meet the larger capacity requirements easily.

Considering the fact that the storage capacity scales in size, the whole hash table is usually too large to fit in a server’s memory and the memory efficiency is increasingly becoming one of the most important factors for the systems’ scalability and overall cost effectiveness. The hash table in LevelStore can be divided into several equal-sized parts with each part being located in a different node to provide parallel index and update. Assuming the hash table is divided into $2^k$ equal-sized parts with each part being located in the $2^k$ different nodes, the first $k$ ($k<n$) bits of fingerprints will be used to index nodes and the remaining $n-k$ bits will be used to mapping the corresponding bucket in each node. Since the fingerprints index and update can be performed in parallel on these $2^k$ nodes, LevelStore can scale to large capacity and high performance dynamically and cost-effectively by simply adding the number of nodes.

**Utilization:** The utilization of hash table is closely related to the performance of the system. Standard hashing allows 50% of the table buckets to be occupied before unresolvable collisions occur. Due to the randomness of SHA-1 algorithm, the fingerprints will be distributed to the buckets evenly. Given a sufficiently large number of appropriately sized buckets, the index can achieve a relatively high utilization before it begins to overflow, but it increases the number of fingerprints comparison. So the key to designing an index is to select an appropriate size for the bucket that can meet the demand of the expected index utilization while introducing little additional overhead.
For example, LevelStore uses a 16-bit key fragment as the bucket number. Each bucket consisted of 8 disk blocks with each disk block (usually 512 bytes in size) storing 25 entries (an entry is 20 bytes) and thus can store up to 200 entries. Moreover, a 4 KB bucket allows each bucket to fit in a single cache line.

When the insertion of a fingerprint causes the overflow of a bucket, the system will insert the fingerprint into one of its two adjacent buckets randomly. And if the two adjacent buckets are full, the capacity of hash table needs to be expanded.

Our experiments show that using an 8-way set associative hash table improves space utilization of the table to about 90%. To store more entries in hash table, one can increase the size of the key fragment to have more buckets, increase the associativity to pack more entries into one bucket, or partition the key-space to smaller parts and assign each part to one node.

**Mentable**: Mentable is a write-friendly in-memory buffer that handles individual put and delete operations which uses Skip List (Pugh, 1990) to keep the entries orderly instead of a balanced tree. Compared with the balanced tree, Skip List is easy to implement and has a higher operating efficiency.

Each container corresponds to a mentable. As deduplication is performing, the new data chunks are inserted into mentable. Usually, the mentable size is fixed 4 MB which is the same as the file in container's level-0. Once mentable fills up, LevelStore will submit it to a container based on the container ID which extracted from the fingerprint. After the mentable storing process is completed, all the fingerprints and their corresponding container IDs are written to hash table. Thus the data persistence is completed.

**As the buffer of data chunks, mentable offers several benefits**: The fixed-size makes it allocation and deallocation easy. It is possible for LevelStore to perform bulk sequential writes.

Sorting is well-studied. The new chunks can be sorted and sequentially merged into existing sorted container. The space occupied by deleted or stale chunks can be reclaimed when merging happens.

**Container**: The container has many levels which is composed by sstables. Levels from top to bottom are number-ordered, the first level is numbered level-0, the second level is numbered level-1 and the like. When a mentable appends to container, container manager will convert it to an sstable in level-0 and keeps track of the reference and the specific location of data chunks. As shown in Fig. 2, all the sstables files that make up each level, the corresponding key ranges and other important metadata are managed by the container manager.

**Sstable**: Sstable is the storage unit of the container which provides a persistent, ordered immutable map from fingerprints to data chunks. Sstable is self-described in that a metadata section includes the descriptors for the stored chunks which located before the data section. They are immutable in that new sstables can be appended and old sstables deleted, but sstables cannot be modified once written.

Sstable size grows exponentially with the increase of levels. But sstable size and number of each level is fixed which can be controlled by LevelStore. The SSTable size is usually a few MB to dozens of MB, in order to store thousands of data chunks in KB. For a data stream, each sstable contains a sequence of its corresponding logical data chunks orderly. It hence creates a spatial locality for the access to achieve a high read throughput.

**Compaction**: Unlike other systems which cannot avoid duplicated storing incurred by update and deletion, LevelStore uses a simple mechanism to effectively eliminate duplicate chunks due to asynchronous compaction, as described below.

The container manager maintained a timer and the reference of delete operations. When the delete operation reaches a number or the timer reaches the threshold, container manager will compact the sstables in background.

The compaction picks a file from level-L and all overlapping files from the next level-(L+1). Note that if a level-L file overlaps only part of a level-(L+1) file, the entire file at level-(L+1) is used as an input to the compaction and the input sstables can be discarded as soon as the compaction has finished. A compaction merges the picked files to produce a sequence of level-(L+1) files. We switch to producing a new level-(L+1) file after the current output file has reached the target file size. The compaction task is done by enumerating every item in the file of level-L, merging with
already sorted files in level-(L+1). Table 1 summarized the merging rules for level-L, either copy or drop action will move the “key pointer” forward, the “key pointer” remains unchanged if nothing applied to the key. During the merge process, the old files are discarded and the new files are added to the serving state. The space occupied by deleted or stale data is reclaimed when compaction happens. Theses lazy deletes trade disk space for large sequential disk I/Os which makes the compaction far more efficient than the conventional random update.

**Index:** Because the data stored in container is layered, a single get operation may involve multiple disk I/Os. Specifically, for a data chunk D and its fingerprint F, LevelStore checks whether the fingerprint F is in the hash table. If not found there, it returns null. Otherwise it returns the container ID. Then the fingerprint F will be sent to the corresponding container as the request of D. Container Manager will handle the request by searching the fingerprint F by level, then return the chunk D found in the youngest level. You should notice that, for the fingerprint F, there may be multiple data chunks in the container due to the update and deletion operation. The younger the level is, the fresher the data are. For example, the chunks in level-0 are fresher than they in level-1.

This index design supports the dynamic load balancing of LevelStore. Depending on the capacity and performance of the storage node, the different storage node can be assigned different containers. We can control the number of levels, the sttable size and numbers in each level to determine the container capacity. The different capacity of containers determines the proportion of the data traffic between them. This kind of design can boost one node’s performance and scalability and does not affect the stability of the upper index which has a higher efficiency.

**ANALYSIS**

Compared to other key-value store systems, the design of LevelStore has more system parameters, such as the number of containers, sttable size and the maximum levels in container and so on. To illustrate the performance of LevelStore, we build a simple model to analyze. Table 2 presents the design parameters of LevelStore.

**Container capacity:** The capacity of each container consisted of all the sstables in each level. Sstables in level-0 are generated from memtable, so the file size is the same as memtable. File size of current level is larger than the previous one, usually multiplied by the common ratio. Suppose that there are L levels and N files in each level with the common ratio S, so the capacity a container can support is:

\[
C_i = s_i^{\text{NM}} + s_i^{\text{NM} + 1} + \ldots + s_i^{\text{NM} + M - 1}
\]

For instance, a container is built with L = 10 levels, N = 500 files in each level, with memtable size M = 4 MB and the common ratio S = 2, the capacity a container can support is almost 2 TB. We can support more capacity by setting the parameters properly.

**Storage nodes:** Due to its high scalability, LevelStore can scale up dynamically and cost-effectively by adding containers. If all the containers are stored in one node, when the container number increases, LevelStore overall performance will be greatly decreased. To improve the overall performance, each container in the system can be assigned a storage node, but this method makes the system spending too much. To address the problem, LevelStore uses the concept of “virtual nodes” which was proposed by DeCandia et al. (2007), a virtual node looks like a single node in the system, but each node can be responsible for more than one virtual node. Effectively, when a new node is added to the system, it is assigned multiple virtual nodes. With each virtual node contained multiple containers.

Assume the LevelStore has P = 2^L containers, using Eq. 1, the total capacity LevelStore can support is:

\[
C_i = PC_i
\]

For a 2 TB container, a 20-bit container ID can represent a maximum physical backup capacity of 2048 PB, thus is sufficient for a PB-scale storage system.
Compaction: Even though the compaction operation is performed in background asynchronous, we can estimate the throughput of compaction through a simplified model. For example, to compact 1 MB data, LevelStore reads 1 MB data from level-L and about 5 MB data from level-(L+1), then write 6 MB data to Level-(L+1). Therefore, one compaction needs (2S + 1) MB data of disk I/O. Assume the disk speed is Z, the throughput of compaction is:

\[ T = \frac{Z}{2S + 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

According to Eq. 3, disk speed Z is fixed, in order to achieve a higher throughput of compaction, we should select a suitable size for S.

**EVALUATION**

We have implemented LevelStore in the Linux platform and a ChunkFarm prototype according to Yang et al. (2011) for the purpose of performance comparison.

In this section, we evaluated LevelStore using several experiments. First, we evaluate the performance of a single-server LevelStore with ChunkFarm using real world data in terms of data compression ratio. Next, we compare with ChunkFarm in terms of throughput. Finally, we measure the scalability of LevelStore.

We used two main datasets for testing. The dataset-1 is obtained from a server in our laboratory which was made up of 10 backup versions. Each version includes one week of backup data. The server is mainly used for code development, file sharing and experiment. A large percentage of files on the server remained unchanged between adjacent versions. The dataset-2 is a synthetic dataset, in order to obtain a sufficiently large dataset for testing. Because the factors affecting deduplication (data compression ratio) is the distribution and amount of duplicated fingerprints (redundant locality). Discarding data chunks has no impact on the correctness of the test, so we stored everything except the actual data chunks. The dataset contains 10 backup versions too. The 1st version of backup stream does not contain any duplicate fingerprints. Subsequent, the 2nd, 3rd, ..., 10th version of backup contain 10, 20, ..., 90% duplicate fingerprints.

In our experiments, the LevelStore ran on a 6-node Linux cluster, in which each node was equipped with a 16-core Xeon E5450 at 3GHz with 12288KB of total L3 cache and 32GB RAM at 1333MHz. Our 24 TB disk array consists of 12 disks, 2 TB each. Note that container uses at most two CPUs (one to handle the request and one for background compaction), we deployed 8 containers in each node to maximum each node's capacity. Both LevelStore and ChunkFarm use 1 GB memory for index cache and employ the CDC chunking mechanism with an expected chunk size of 8 KB, while LevelStore used another 256 MB memory for write buffer which contained 64 metadata, that is enough for the containers.

Compression ratios: Figure 3a shows the logical capacity and the physical capacity of LevelStore under dataset-1, compared with ChunkFarm. In the backup of the 1st version, LevelStore and ChunkFarm reduced approximately 3.8 and 3.4% of the logical data, respectively. This is because nothing stored before the first backup, both LevelStore and ChunkFarm can only eliminate duplicate chunks included in the backup stream. After the 1st backup, despite the large variation in the actual number, duplicate chunks elimination becomes extremely effective both in LevelStore and ChunkFarm. This illustrates that a large proportion of data does not change between two adjacent backup versions. The detailed compression ratios are shown in Fig. 3b, LevelStore almost made the same deduplication effect of
ChunksFarm: A total of 1.72 TB logical data were backed up (an average size of about 176.8 GB) and the actual physical data stored in LevelStore and ChunksFarm were roughly the same, about 266.38 GB and 269.13 GB, achieving cumulative data compression ratios of about 6.64 to 1 and 6.57 to 1, respectively. During the 10 backup versions, both LevelStore and ChunksFarm's local compression ratios changes quite a bit, whereas the cumulative compression ratios are quite stable.

The results of dataset-2 are show in Fig. 4. Like Fig. 3, duplicate data chunks elimination tends to be ineffective in dataset-2 during the 1st backup, this is because most chunks are new during its initial deployment. In the next nine backups, with the increase of backup version, the duplicate data eliminated by LevelStore and ChunksFarm become more and more which makes the physical data stored by LevelStore and ChunksFarm reduced gradually. At the end of 10th backup, the logical capacity reaches about 16.3 TB and the corresponding physical capacity stored in LevelStore and ChunksFarm were 7.20 TB and 9.68 TB, achieving cumulative data compression ratios of 2.64 to 1 and 1.68, respectively. This is because the significant amounts of data charged between the adjacent versions and addition of new data. But in each backup the compression ratio varies greatly, we can see it from Fig. 4b. For ChunksFarm, the 1st compression ratio is 1.11 to 1 and the 10th compression ratio is 8.80 to 1. For LevelStore, the 1st compression ratio is 1.07 to 1 and the 10th compression ratio is 15.72 to 1. We can see that LevelStore has a higher compression ratio that ChunksFarm, this is because LevelStore can reclaim the deleted or stale data when compaction happens, thus further improved the space utilization of the disk.

**Throughput:** We used dataset-2 to determine the throughput of LevelStore and ChunksFarm. We used 4 backup streams, each backup stream contains 10 versions of the backup data. There are two main advantages of using the synthetic dataset. The first is that various models can be deployed easily. The second is the distribution of duplicate data makes it convenient to test the throughput on different redundancy load.

Figure 5a presents a read throughput comparison between LevelStore and ChunksFarm. LevelStore achieves over 200 MB sec⁻¹ high read throughput for all versions. For ChunksFarm, the read throughput is 196 MB sec⁻¹ for the 1st version and stay around 220 MB sec⁻¹ for future versions. Throughput keeps steadily as backup version increases. The main reason for the quite stable read throughput in both systems is that future versions have more duplicate data chunks than the first new. The bottleneck of the system has switched from the CPU to network I/O. In contrast to LevelStore, ChunksFarm depends on index update in-batch servicing the outcomes of multiple index lookup in-batch asynchronous thus promotes the backup performance.

Figure 5b shows the write throughput of LevelStore and ChunksFarm. Both systems deliver high write throughput. The write throughput of LevelStore increases from 143 MB sec⁻¹ to 219 MB sec⁻¹ for version 1 through 6, then sustained 230 MB sec⁻¹ for version 7 through 10. ChunksFarm maintains write throughput ranging from the lowest of 106 MB sec⁻¹ for version 1 to the highest 217 MB sec⁻¹ for version 9. At the end of version 10, ChunksFarm achieves throughput of 213 MB sec⁻¹.

For version 1, the write throughput is lower because most chunks are new and absence of duplicates. Throughput improves steadily as the duplicated chunks increase. As expected, LevelStore keeps a high write throughput at the end of experiment. Such a high performance is mainly attributed to the metable and compaction which turn the random small writes to sequential write and manage the serialization of containers.
Fig. 5(a-b): Comparison of read and write throughput; (a) Read throughput and (b) Write throughput to disk. However, write throughput of the ChunkFarm was relatively low. This is because the write throughput of ChunkFarm depends primarily on index update in-batch. Index update in-batch needs comparing the fingerprints then updating the index fetched from disk, the multiple disk I/Os become a performance bottleneck.

The experiments show that when backing up, LevelStore’s write throughput is faster than ChunkFarm while maintaining almost the same read throughput as ChunkFarm.

Scalability: To determine the scalability of LevelStore, we first varied the size of disk capacity on one backup server. Figure 6a presents a throughput comparison between LevelStore and ChunkFarm which is obtained by averaging the results of 10 versions. The result indicates that LevelStore can support system backup capacity of 1TB while achieve a throughput of about 230MB sec\(^{-1}\). With the system capacity increases, LevelStore can also maintain a high throughput about 200MB sec\(^{-1}\) to support capacity of 24TB. When the system capacity is 1TB, ChunkFarm keeps the almost high throughput with LevelStore. However, throughput declines rapidly with the increasing system capacity. Finally, it achieves throughput of 120 MB sec\(^{-1}\). While system capacity increased by 24 times, LevelStore and ChunkFarm’s throughput dropped by 10 and 45%, respectively. This means that the throughput of LevelStore will scale well in terms of system capacity.

Then we measure the aggregate throughput by varying the number of storage nodes. As described
before, we can increase the storage node by introducing “virtual node”. Specifically, we have 12 virtual nodes on the 6 servers, each server has 2 virtual nodes. During backup, the backup streams write their synthetic fingerprint versions to the backup servers in parallel, with each stream following its version order.

Figure 6b shows the measured results of throughput under multi-server deployments. As we can see, both systems deliver well scalability, using more backup servers, the aggregate throughput increase linearly. ChunkFarm has negligible performance impact. This is because for multi-server throughput, the system performance is bounded by the disk I/O which overshadowing the effects of CPU overhead.

Figure 6c compares the physical capacity of LevelStore and ChunkFarm with 12 backup servers. For convenient, we leave out the logical capacity. After the deduplication, most duplicated chunks are discarded, both systems’ physical capacity increased when backup more and more versions, but ChunkFarm grows faster than LevelStore. At the end of 10 version, LevelStore has backed up about 11.04TB while ChunkFarm has backed up 16.34TB which saves as much as 32% of the space. This is because in addition to the new data, there is deleted data between adjacent backup versions. LevelStore can reclaimed those data in container when compaction happens while ChunkFarm can’t.

The results demonstrate that LevelStore is able to scale to high capacity with almost no performance decrease. We are confident that our system would scale to higher capacities, given more resources.

CONCLUSION

This study presents LevelStore, a high performance deduplication storage system which introduced a hierarchy model with other system techniques. LevelStore uses a simple direct index method to locate the chunks which provides fundamental support to system scalability. For incoming data chunks, it takes advantage of the sorted string table to judiciously turn the random small disk I/O to sequential large disk I/O for fingerprint insert and update, yielding excellent deduplication throughput.

The experiments show that the high performance and scalability of the LevelStore. LevelStore can achieve over 180 MB sec⁻¹ throughput when supporting 24TB physical capacity with one backup server. While using a cluster of 12 backup servers, LevelStore is shown to scale cost-effectively in both throughput and physical backup capacity, achieving an aggregate throughput of 915 MB sec⁻¹ and saving 32% of physical backup capacity.
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